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01405 900 São Paulo, São Paulo, Brasil

An iterative Neumann series method, employing a real auxiliary scattering integral equation, is nseil to ralrulale Mattering ir.itglhs and piia.->>> shifts Tor tin' ;iti»:ni<
Yukawa and exponential potentials. For these potentials the original Neumann series
diverges. The present iterative method yields results that are far better, in ronvergenre, sUbil i •' and precision, than other nioineiitiini spare methods. A< rural*- result
is obtains»* ii feoth rases with an rstimated error of about I in 10'" after snuv- 8- 10
iteration
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Numeric*! solutions of lhe Lippinann-Srhwinger-type scattering integral equation
arc usually performed hy reducing this equation to a matrix equation of finite dimension (1). Such a reduction is possible as the original integral equation has a compact
kernel. However, this procedure needs a delicate treatment of a principal-value integral over a fixed point singularity in the kernel of this equation. Then remains
the task of solving the finite dimensional matrix equation. In realistic situation the
dimension of the matrix could be quite large. A direct solution of this discrete set of
linear equation, for example, by matrix inversion, could involve large numerical elfort
for obtaining high precision result, due to the accumulation of numerical errors in this
approach. Alternative variational methods deal with a small set of linear equations
and have the advantage of yielding good results with relatively little numerical effort
[2 l(i|. However, the appearance of spurious singularities (10,17 '20], and nonmonotonic and slow convergences of these methods have put a limitation on their use for
obimning high precision results.
Iterative solution of f'redholm integral equations are known for leading to rapidly
convergent results for weak kernels (I). The I.ippmami-Srhwinger equation permits
iterative solution which converges for a sufficiently weak potential or at sufficiently
high energies. Moreover, for most scattering energies the iterative solution of a realistic scattering equation is either divergent or very slowly convergent to be of any
practical use.
The present Letter considers an i'.ei ative numerical method for scattering problems. The method relies on solving fin auxiliary nonsingular equation whose kernel
is free of the pi incipal-value prescription needed in the K matrix equation, or the
ii --• 0 outgoing wave limit needed in the t matrix equation. The kernel of this auxiliary equation, in contrast to that of the original I or the h matrix equations, is made
of the difference between two terms which cancels the fixed point singularity of the
momentum space Green's function. Consequently, by adjusting a free parameter, this
kernel can be made sufficiently weak in order to yield a rapidly convergent iterative
Neumann series for a wide clans of scattering problems. The K or the t matrix elements are then obtained by performing an integral over the known solution of the
auxiliary equation. This method was first suggested for nuclear scattering problems

[1,21 25). However, the accuracy of lli«- method has really never IMTII test*1*!, in
nuclear scattering problems, as the potential is not accurately known, usually, one is
content with approximate solutions.
The situation is entirely different in atomic and molecular physics, where the
basic interaction is known and this has led people to develop complicated models
and perform high precision «altillations. For this one needs intelligent and stable
numerical method».

The iterative method involving nonsingtdar equation is here

tested for two of the commonly used model |H>lentials - the atomic exponential and
the Yukawa potentials. After some 8 iterations we obtain results with estimated error
of about I in 1O10 for both these potentials. These results are more accurate than any
currently available momentum space numerical results by several orders of magnitude.
It is unlikely that the direct matrix inversion or the use of variation»! principles will
lead to results with same precision.
The present iterative method can be applied both to single-channel and multichannel scattering processes [22 24]. For real hermitian potentials, the method is
formulated in terms of a real operator, called the V matrix, which satisfies a real
nonsingular integral equation. No complex variables or principal-value prescriptions
are needed for the numerical treatment of this equation. The r or the K matrix
elements are then found out by evaluating an integral involving the 1' matrix. Details
of this method have appeared in the literature (21- 23] and a description is given
below.
In the single-channel case the partial wave / matrix (in units of hl/'Iw)

satisfies

where V is the potential (in units of h^f'lm), k the on-shell wave IUIIIIIMT and m the
reduced mass. The general scheme for the mmsingtilar reduction starts by introducing
a real function f(k, q), such that •>(k, k\ = 1. Then the Lippmaiin-.SYIiwinger equation
(I) can be rewritten as

tip, t; *') = Vfrk) + jjV(n,k) [
K .

gJj^
'

(2)

it*
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is a tinnsingiilar kernel.
The / matrix ran In- expressed in terms oi the I' matrix, which satisfies

1-ip.t;*"1) - !(;>,*) + - f vJJ9,l|p.¥;ir)n*.*:*i).
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The |' matrix i.s not l i m e reversal symuietrir: l'fi/,i/';H J ) ^ l'(<j\<i; kl). This is not a
problem in nuinerii'al talriilation.
The formal manipulation needed t o relate t h e ( matrix with t h e I' matrix becomes
transparent in t h e operator form. Its operator form Kt|s. ( 2 ) and ( I ) are written as

< r ,)

t = r f At + vç,,t.

with V{p,q) = V{Prk), and Ç,,ij>,q) = Ml - /')(** - I1 + t(l}^(k;q).

Tlim / is

expressed in terms of I' by
l = r + fí»f,
with í'(p.ç;it 2 ) = V(p,k;k2).

(7)

Equation (7) leads to the following on shell / matrix

element (1,21J

ta.

KW)

^&

();;;'!• the real üonsingitiar equation (4) is solved, the t matrix can be calculated by
performing the complex integral of (M). The zeros of the denominator of Kq. (8)
correspond la bound states and this t-matrix does not ha>'e spurious poles

This

fact has been used to develop a related method for the binding energy and bound
state wave function (2ti).

The only principal-value prescription or the tc —> I) limit

appears in Eq. (8), which can be handled easily. For numerical purpose Kq. (8) ran
be rewritten as

M

:

rhr—r ; —'. :

4 ik-

While- arriving at Eq. (9) the integral in the denominator of Rq. (8) has been broken
up into its principal-value and imaginary delta function parts and the prinripal-value
integral eliminated by the following identity:
(10)
where k is any real positive numl>er and V denotes the principal-value prescription.
Thr inverse of the on shell h matrix is also essentially given by Fq. ('•) but with
the imaginary part deleted. Explicitly.

i
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(ii)

With the present partial wave project, imi one has, for S wave at zero energy, the
scattering length a given by
.») r-/|».0;0).

(12)

At other energies the phase shifts h are defined l>v

The prrsrnt method relics on the soltitiixi of the auxiliary non-singular I' matrix
equation (1). The real iioiisingular kfrnel of this eipiation. giv-n by E<\. (.'{). inv</|ves
a difference of two terms. At the on-slirll point, q = k, anil tlir exprrssiou in the
square hrmkrl of this equation vanishes, wltirh makes the kernel A both tmnsingular
at thr on-shell point and weak compared to that of the original nonsiiigular «'((nation.
This property of the. kernel A will l»e used for the iterative solution of the sraltering
I' matrix equation (4), defined l>y
1\, = V 4 /U',,.,. v -= 1.2,....

(II)

wherr I'D = V.
The range of momentum iiitcginlion in l-,q. (I) rovers the whole phase s|>;« v, e.g.,
0 to oo. So our. encounters an infinile integral. I lie I'reilholni naturi' <>[ I lie jirolili'in
guarantees (hat. the kernel fhrays r;r(>idly '«' zero as the HiDliieiiliiin variables leml to

infinity, ft is often useful, from a practical point of view, to transform the infinite
integral to a finite integral. Given the Gauss-Legendre points between —I < r < I.
this is achieved by the transformation

9=r

(rH)'

(l5)

which maps 0 < 9 < 00 into - I < x < I where the images of paints z = -1,0,1 are
9 = 0,c,00, respectively. The differential dq in Eq. ("I) is directly obtained from the
transformation. Obviously, one ran have an infinite class of transformations, each one
distributing the integration points in a different fashion. In fart all of these mappings
correspond to a maximum value of 9 in miMitenttim space which is efficiently emit rolled
by the parameter c. This corresponds to a etit-off in the inliiiite integral. Otherwise,
the choice of the parameter e is entirely arbitrary. Generally, the pa-ameler c is
dictated by special features of the kernel and should be chosen in order to get the
most accurate numerical result with a given number of mesli points.
In order to illustrate the method we consider the *.> wave scattering of an electron
by the following exponential and Yukawa attractive |H»lenliaJs
y(r) = - ~ c x p ( - r / « n ) ,

(16)

and

where nn is the Bohr radii» of the hydrogen atom. Hoth these potentials have lir-en
iisf-il in ntiineroiis tests of various computational methods in atomic physics [>*. 10 12,
16,27,28]. After factorization of A 2 /2m, the .*»' wave momrntiim space matrix elements
of the above potentials are, respectively, given in atomic units (an.) by

and

In atomic units, tin- length is measured in units of <u> anil tin- iii<Hii<'iit>iui space matrix
elements t and V «re also given ii> tins iinil. The wave number is in units «»f MO"V
In ortltT to perform a numerical Tabulation IMM* has to decide on ihe number i>f
integration mesh points, the constant <- in transformation (l.r>), anil a choice for the
function 7(/b,q). It would be letter if the infiiiitr integral in the I" matrix equation
can be truncated for a relatively small value of momentum. Motivate»! by this we
ronsiilt-r

for the »-X|H»«ciitial |H>tri>tinl. and

(^1
for the Yukawa poti-ntial, \vln-ri- n is a omslant which .should In" varied I » obtain
a rapid <onvfrg«n«r of the itrrativr .soliitinn of Ki|. (-1). W i t h these rhoircs of the
ftiiirtion i, the leading asymptotic liehavior. for ;»,•/ —• oo, of tlir two terms in the
kernel .4, given by K«|. ['•i), «ann-ls. In aililition. we |Hrrforined iniiiierirul calriilalion
for i(i',<;) = I. W i t h this latter choice the integral nniatioti ( I ) for the I' matrix has
ronverg«it iterative solution for any local potential J29j.
To start with we performed calculations for the choices (20) and (21) for

f(k-,q).

In order to lind a result precise to four or five significant ligiirc.s a .small value of
the constant c ( ~ I ) and a relatively Miiall iiiimher of (>auss-Legeiulre mesh points
N ( ~ 20 — .'JO) is needed. The constant r determines how far the integral extends
in momentum spare.

Hut for obtaining accurate results, lioth r and A' are to (><•

increased. It is well known that the Yukawa potential h rapidly varying for .small r
compared to the .smoothly varying exponential potential. In the momentum space
the Yukawa potential extends far beyond tin- exponential potential as is clear from
their asymptotic behaviors:

where A/ =: I for the Yukawa potential and M - 2 for the exponential potential.
Consequently, in order to achieve the same degree of prerision one needs a much
larger /V and r for the Yukawa potential compared to the exponential potential.

Nuiiu-rii... . f i l i a t i o n s were |M-rfouued in double precision maintaining H> significant «limits. We found that <- - 20 ami A" ~ l ' i 8 yielded n-sults accurate to I in 10"'
for tin- exponential potential. In order lo wbtaiii tb<- sauif ari iiracy for tin- \tilutwa
potential out- units r = KM) and N ~ 4IM1. Tll»-se results were found to I»' slahlr
when the iiiiinlH-r of mesh |»oints :V is increased. The use of almost any noiizrro n
in ->U.</) <>f f-'l s ('•%) *"«' t ' - l ) f*>r these r anal .V leads to tin- saint- stal>le ronvrrpil
result from I he iterative series solution <»f the I* matrix equation. However, llif initial
convergence <I»-|M-THIS on the value of it. After a small amount <>f ••.x|>«TÍint-iiUtii>ii we
I I M I I n = :{.O for the exponential jxHrntiai an<l n = -1.5 for the Yukawa |Hitential:
these choices improve the lower on ler terms of the iterative solution.
The iterative scries urn verged rapidly at all energies for Iwlh |M>lenlials.

Hie

iterative Neuiiianii series liased on the original l.ippinami S< liwiin>-r e«|iiation ilivcr.^es
in liotli cases. In the present study we report results for k ~ I). 0.15 a n . , and 0.55
;> ii. At zero vwx%\ the results are for the scattering length in atomic units ami at
other energies they are for the tangents of the phase shifts. The results are exhibited
in Tadle |. The entries in the talile are the ratio of the result for a specilic iteration
n and the converged result. The converged results have I M T I I obtained by performing
calculations with 1000 integration mesh points. In all cases the convergente is rapid
and smooth. There are no oscillations around the ci>uviTgeil value as the IIIIIIIIM r of
iterations is increased.
In flu- present method there is some arbitrariness in choosing the most desirable
•)(k,q).

This arbitrariness is turned to good advantage -

the function 7(^,1/) lias

been chosen lo obtain a rapiil convergence of tlic iterative solution.
final converged result is independent of thespi-cilic choice of ~)\k,q)

However, the

I'or the simplest,

choice, "i(k,q) -• I, thr convergeil n-siilt is obtaineil after some 2 to 3 more iterations
than in Table I. This has been illustrated for the scattering length in Table _' lor
I lie two potent iitls. In Table 2 we again show the ratio of the calculated results and
tin» converged results. The 11 ~ I result in this case yielded aceidenrally very small
(large) numbers for the Yukawa (exponential) potential

This means that in Kq. |K)

the numerator or the denominator almost vanishes, respectively, for Yukawa or the
exponential potentials. This is not of concern for results obtained with largr v.

The

vanishing of the denominator of Ki|. (8) rorrespouds to Irne hound stati-s | l ] , and
this dors not happen in the scattering region for a converged I". A I'm. tttr a converjsed
F the numerator of Eq. (8) ran not havr spurious zero.
The entries 1.0 in Tables I and 2 tlenotes that the result has innverged to thr
desired precision. The small deviation from 1.0 in some of the ctwvergrd results in
Tables I and 2 does not indicate a «lefect of I In- iterative scheme hut simply mean*
that tin* imniher and/or distribution of mi-sli points employed in not enough to obtain
thi* desiretl airnrary. Aiüo. ioui|htnil Lo tin* IIIHIHTÍI ;il si>lnii<>n« iitttainoi l>y lh<
varialional methods for tin- sauu- |M»I«-«IMIN [ill II*. I"». 27. 'Jf|. the prfst'iit im-lhixl
virlils vastly sii|w>rior rrsults.
I hoiljçh we have illitNt rated tin- prfMiil ini-llind hi-ri- fur I wo shli|>lr |M»lrnlij|N.
il is a|>|»lii ahlr in rinirr minpli'X situations, for cxatn|>li*. in M>lviüp ninl'i riiaimrl
prolilrniN. Also, it ran I»- usti\ for llw < iilriilation of tin-olf slu-ll hi |<>l t!ir /) matrix
rlrnifiits h '-^q-.k*) when* p ^ t" # 7. VVV havr iitiUi-«l «•*!• ul:il«i| tti»-si- ilrmclits and
found thai lliry rnnver^* riinally tiipi'llv. Ivwiitially. lln same IIIHIUMI I'an 1H- uscl
for thr •alniliilinn of the liin>liiif> CIIITRX ami tlir Itonnd stati- wave fum lion (2fiJ. I Inpresent iterative mellio<l. whirh involves «mly srveral malrix vector mulliplirations.
is also miiiirrirally IIIIKII more «•conotiii* lliiin n dirol isoiutinn l>y matrix invrrlion.
speriiifly when the dimciision of the matrix h largr. Tin- I" matrix is rra! for ••arl»
order of iteration and the solution for earh iteration obeys tin* ronstraints ,<{ unitarily.
The multi rhannrl version «if the pn-sent iiieth»d[22 2-1) has liei'ii used in solving
flertr«ll-hyiir«>g»-lijoiij »••<! j.....';!;-.:; ;;!!;;;!"; ;:!:;::'j'?!j «>-»ll»>riiir n<;ii-.i»# ll-r «l.~.- ...i:pl:i>»
approach, flowevrr, i» thrsc itpp!::'^t!n;:s thr ]' rt!-!»r!Y ffin»\'nm WHK «...It«-»l In- m.ilriv
inversion and not l>y iteration. I'reliminary model «alnilation» in mirli-ar phvsi.s
prc«lurrd good converjçenre for the iterative solution «f tin- multi-rhannel neulrondeuteron sratlering Y matrix niuation» 1*23). In viev; i»f the rapid mnvrtynrr obtained
in the present iterative study, it will be interesting to try an iterative solution of theT matrix equation in niulti-rhannrl problems.
The work has been supported in part, by the f'on5rlho Narional de iVsmvolvifitent»! Crentíiiroe Ternoló^iro. 1'iimlação dr Amparo n l'esf|uis« do IvJrido de Sà<>
I'aiilo. and I'inanriadora de I'lstiidos i« I'rnjetos of llra/il.
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TABLE l. Scattering lengths and ph«M- shifts obtained from the iterative Mention
of the P matrix equation for the exponential and the Yukawa potentials for A~0,
0.15 a.u., and 0.55 a.u., with ilk.q) given l>y liqs. (20) and (21). 1 lie ratios of the
calculated result for a particular iteration >< to the (on verged exact result are .shown in
each rase. At k — I) the exact scattering lengths are 8.fi9.T_543.T_ a.u. (exponential)
and 7.911.180206 a.ii. (Yukawa). The exact results at Jt= 0.15 a.u. are tanó -1.741939321 (expo» tial), -I.U86339I2! (Yukawa); and at *=0.55 a.u. are tan/i
= 2.20038271)7 (exponential). r,.7íl72l 1392 (Yukawa).
n

Yukawa

Kxpoiifhti.il

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.4550407017
1.0628835422
1.0009906100
1.0000400237
1.0000019050
1.0000000823
1.0000000013
0.9999999996
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000

0.5889624075
1.1094969597
1.0013279806
0.9999635234
0 9999946001
0.9909997030
0.9999999926
1.0000000002
1.0000000000
1.0000000000
1.0000000000

>io

Yukawa
(it = 0.15)
2.4070888958
0.9508377182
0.9991722408
0.9999916475
1.0000023971
1.0000004774
1.0000000709
i .0000000093
1.0000000014
1.0000000003
1.0000000001

Exponential
Yukawa
(it = 0.15)
(*•=_ 0.55)
1.9537093230 -0.581089599
0.8898028226 0.8505445555
0.9972672993 0.9953429156
1.0000133976 0.9994524687
1.0000067319 09999328458
1.0000004479 0.9999916278
1.0000000150 0 9999989473
1.0000000000 0.9999998667
1.0000000001 0.9999999826
1.0000000002 0.9999999973
1.0000000002 0.9999999994

Exponential
(it = 0.55)
0.6875213332
0.9513748521
1.0035508106
I.00O1518592
1.0000019555
0.9999997597
0.9999999T7G
0.9999999989
0.9S99999999
09999999999
0.9999999999

TABLE 2. Scattering lengths obtained from the iterative solution of the F matrix
equation for the exponential and the Yukawa potentials for i{k,ti) = I. For other
details see Table 1.
Yukawa
n
_____ __________
0.2528003898
1 0.0000000000
0.7111651786
2
3
1.0595716354
1 0.9957968559
5
1.0O0243r>433
6
0.9999891830
7 1.0000003827
8
0.99ÍI9909890
9
1.0000000003

>IO

i.ooonoooooo
II

Kx|>onrntial
(fc = 0 )
0.4601268808
99999999.002
0.9391257325
1.0051581219
0.999/361315
1.0000100510
0.99999970ÍÍ5
1.0000000068
0.9999999999
1.0000000000
1.0000000000

